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Product Overview
App will act as a virtual classroom connecting all the class teachers and students always.
Manage teaching staff and students like never before.

Design - Application is designed to be so simple
taking into consideration that the users will be kids and
people with very little interaction with or understanding
of complex mobile apps.

Simplicity - We have taken into consideration that
many student’s parents are from farmers background
or from small businesses and many have a hard time
knowing the app and navigating through it. As shown in
the picture application is playful and very easy to
navigate and use.

Easy Login - We realized that login is hard for kids
and

parents.

Managing

email

addresses

and

passwords is tedious, So the app has login based on
the phone number and OTP verification which will work
effortlessly. (ID-password is still preferred)

Security - We took app security seriously, that's why
no one can even enter the application if they are not
part of the School. And Admin or teacher can
deactivate anyone with a button click within seconds.
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App features
Notice board

Weekly tests for student

For easy and well managed class

Offer weekly MCQ based tests for better

communication in a professional way.

assessment of the students for every subject.

Online Video Meetings

Online Attendance

No more creating a link and sharing the

Record online attendence of the students.

code. Join the private meeting rooms in one

Parents will get notified for absence of the

button click.

students. Including Home word checking.

Homework / Assignments

Online MCQ based exams

Well organised homework for each

Arrange the online MCQ based exam on

class with interactive content.

scheduled time.

Recorded Class videos

Offline app

Publish already recorded lectures of

Most of the application is fully functional

teachers on the app. And students can view

without the internet. It saves all the important

them anytime.

data (messages, homeworks, etc) offline for
later use.

Digital ID card for students

Students

Integrate the ordinary ID cards of the

See all the members in a class or invite

students with the app to see all information

more to join. Edit their personal information on

about the Students. Manages their

the app. You can deactivate the Student with a

documents and knows the academic

simple button tap and activate within seconds.

progress by scanning the barcode.
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Bustracking

Students monthly progress graphs

Track the school busses from home to

Generate monthly progress of students in

school. Parents will get notified about the

graphs and pie charts to better understand the

whereabouts of the bus.

performance of the student and identify the
strengths and weaknesses beforehand.

Arrange parents meeting online

Admin access and app security

Arrange the class parents meeting

Admin or Principal controls everything

online.

including who can access the app and who
cannot. Without invitation from the school no
one can enter into application.

MCQ exams printed marksheets
You will get printed marksheets of the
students exams free. Upto 10,000 prints per
year.

Get all the raw data of the
application usage.
All the graphs of the application usage will be
submitted monthly. Including Attendance,
Homeworks, Video meetings, etc.

Subjective written exams
Application supports taking written
exams online. And also have a facility
to check exams in the application itself.
Submissions will be private to the student
and the teacher and won't be visible to other
students.

School Analytics of data (website
dashboard)
See the upward and downward trends of the
Homeworks submissions, Noticeboards, Video
meetings, Exams, etc.

Online classes and control room
setup
We will help you set up a classroom for virtual
classes. Including a control room to look over all
the classes realtime.
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Product Pricing:
Price per student per month.

Number of students per school

55 ₹

< 1000

50 ₹

> 1000

* All contracts are on a yearly basis.
* And payment can be done monthly, half year or yearly basis. Please contact us for more
details on payment.

App Analytics examples:
Overview Dashboard
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Upward and downwards trends of ker stats of school

Assignment/Homework Created in last 28 days

Online classes attended in last 28 days
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Online classes attendance monthly
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App Screenshots:

